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Denne artikel er omfattet af ophavsretsloven, og der må citeres fra den. Følgende betingelser skal dog være opfyldt:


Citatet skal være i overensstemmelse med „god skik“



Der må kun citeres „i det omfang, som betinges af formålet“



Ophavsmanden til teksten skal krediteres, og kilden skal angives, jf. ovenstående bibliografiske oplysninger.

Søgbarhed
Artiklerne i de ældre Nordiske studier i leksikografi (1-5) er skannet og OCR-behandlet. OCR står for ’optical character
recognition’ og kan ved tegngenkendelse konvertere et billede til tekst. Dermed kan man søge i teksten. Imidlertid kan
der opstå fejl i tegngenkendelsen, og når man søger på fx navne, skal man være forberedt på at søgningen ikke er 100 %
pålidelig.
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Gianfranco Contri

About a project concerning a little Faroese-Italian
dictionary
The lexicographical project, of which I am going to try to illustrate some aspects, is about a
little bilingual Faroese-Italian dictionary that Prof. Jørgen Stender Clausen of the Department of Linguistics at Pisa University in Italy suggested that I compile, and that I carry
out working at the Føroyamálsdeild, the Department of Faroese Language and Literature in
Tórshavn in the Faroe Islands.
When I started this work, whilst staying for some months in the Faroes in 1995, I wondered about the possible characteristics of such a job; I am a graduate in History and apart
from a little Italian-Faroese phrase-booklet, which I edited in 1984,1 I had no – and still
have little -experience of lexicographical research.
	In history, the points of contact between Italy and the Faroe Islands have been very limited, although mutual literature translation work has been done in both directions: from the
Faroes to Italy with the translations of works by Jørgen-Frantz Jacobsen, Heðin Brú, William Heinesen and poetries by Christian Matras and Arnbjørn Danielsen, and from Italy to
the Faroes with the translation into Faroese of works by Boccaccio, Dario Fo, Carlo Collodi
(Pinocchio !), Ignazio Silone, Stefano Benni and poetries by Francis of Assisi and Salvatore
Quasimodo.
	The project started by concentrating on trying to develop and structure a little FaroeseItalian dictionary of about 10.000 words, mainly for visitors from Italy to the islands but
also for Faroese travelling to Italy. I couldn’t for the time being think about a larger project,
but a little, practical tool could, in my opinion and hopes, help a “curious” visitor to get to
know and appreciate a bit more of the other’s country. So, since the beginning, I have tried
to keep this sort of possible user/reader in my mind, and have become more and more aware
of the fact that the project involved both linguistical as well as technical/graphical skills, in
order to make a small but useful tool.
	I will try to explain some of the main guidelines which together with my indispensable consultants and collaborators Jógvan í Lon Jacobsen, Eyðun Rannváarson Jensen, Óli
Mortensen and Andreas Sanesi, I have tried to follow in the the project. Since 1997, during a stay in the islands and then daily over the past two years, I have also been using a
lexicographical computer program named “RiSt”, developed by Heini Justinussen, Petur
Zachariassen and Martin Zachariassen at Fróðskaparsetur Føroya, the University of the Faroe
Islands. This has been of the greatest help, after having started using paper index-cards and
then normal word-processing computer programs.
	In choosing the headwords, I have made reference to many texts and lexicographical
works. The first of these, which I have used as the starting point of the work, is the children’s
Faroese-Faroese dictionary Orðaskyn by Ingrið Sondum and others2, in which most words
contained are taken from various works by Jeffrei Henriksen and the text books Lesibók. To
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them as sources I have added other books and lists of words, included the Italian-Faroese
phrase-booklet mentioned before, and regularly tried to add words seen or heard in the
daily life and work. I would also like to point out that, particularly since its publication in
1998 but even before thanks to the kindness of the editors, I have made daily, systematic
and essential reference to the Føroysk orðabók,3 the new monolingual Faroese dictionary of
the mother language.
	Getting down to the practical side of the work, I would like to say that the heart of this
project is how to try to deal with some of the aspects posed by a (little) lexicographical work
between languages, Faroese and Italian, that:
1) though belonging to the same Indo-European family have some quite different structural
features (for example cases inflectional system and substantives in the definite forms in
Faroese);
2) have an everyday common vocabulary very different from each others (because of course
everyday life in the Faroes presents a quite different reality from the one in Italy, and I
would dare to say not only Italy but also compared to many other countries, even the
Nordic/Scandinavian ones).
Here, with the help of a few examples, I shall show you some of the ways which have been
adopted in the effort to tackle some of these aspects:
• In the dictionary a rather extensive use of cross-references is made, which point from the
inflected forms to the main entry, in order to help the reader to find the way to the meanings more easily. This happens mainly for the most common nouns, verbs, adjectives,
pronouns and indefinite articles, but also for some substantives in the definite form. For
example:
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• In the entries the inflected forms are written in full, and not only with the endings as is
often made by conventions in many dictionaries. The reason is that it is rather difficult
for an Italian to separate exactly the different parts of a Faroese word between the stem
and the ending, particularly in compound words, although this can make a printed –
paperwork a bit bulky and maybe graphically heavy. As instances:

• Some entries are a combination of linguistical and encyclopedical information. This happens in the case of words that have no equivalent in the other language, and especially
for the “very Faroese words”, i.e. words of great importance, great familiarity and daily
use in the Faroes, but with such a strong “Faroesity” to require further explanations for
a foreigner. Here some examples:
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In this little work is often evident a certain pedagogical approach whose aim is also to introduce, in the most possible “friendly” way on a printed paper dictionary, an Italian speaker
to the diversity of the structure of Faroese, so that, in my hopes, she/he will not get too
scared of or frustrated by the differences, and get therefore closer to the beauty and charm
of this language.
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